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RFP – MHMR Authority of Brazos Valley EHR – 2020 

Questions & Answers 

Question 1: 

In quickly looking through the RFP, my team and I noticed that we were unable to pull up the conflict of Interested Questionnaire.  Below is what 

we have encountered.  Would you please be able to provide this questionnaire so we have it to include? 

Thank you, 

 

When I click on the link provided on printed page number 140, I get the below error message. 
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Answer 1: 

Correct link is https://www.ethics.state.tx.us/data/forms/conflict/CIQ.pdf 

Question 2: 

In section TC-040 on page 63 there is a requirement for optional pricing. What is MHMR preference, cloud based or server managed 

by the vendor?  

Answer 2: 

There is no preference. 

Question 3: 

List on page 63, in section TC-060 through TC-090 are network security requirements. Are there any additional network requirements 

vendors should be aware of? 

Answer 3: 

No. 

https://www.ethics.state.tx.us/data/forms/conflict/CIQ.pdf
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Question 4: 

How is PII and PHI security measures handle in the current environment? 

Answer 4: 

Users can be restricted to only being able to view certain forms and only clients assigned.  As power users can view all so that they 

can assign clients to users, we also have logging of what is viewed by whom. 

Question 5: 

What hours would MHMR consider optimal for transmitting data and software updates? 

Answer 5: 

Any time after 10:00pm and before 5:00am. 

Question 6: 

Is MHMR pursuing HIE connectivity?  

Answer 6: 

Not currently, but would like the ability to do so in the future. 
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Question 7: 

Regarding the EVV requirement.  The State of Texas currently has an approved vendor list with only 1 company on it.  Data Logic 

(VESTA). Is it the expectation that the selected EHR will need to interface with Data Logic (VESTA) from the list of approved state 

of Texas EVV vendors? 

Answer 7: 

We have been informed by HHSC that new EVV vendors are going to be announced by October, 2019.   It is also our understanding 

we can use non-listed EVV vendors but the center will incur any costs associated with the other vendor.     As such, we desire to know 

if the center can work with the EVV vendors listed, currently VESTA, and if they have a preferred EVV Vendor so that we can 

consider if we wish to use a non-listed EVV Vendor for better integration. 

Question 8: 

Automated Appointment Reminders:   Need an estimate of the number of monthly automated appt reminders we are looking to send 

out. 

Answer 8: 

We currently do not send automated appointment reminders but schedule between 800-1,000 appointments a month that we would 

like to be able to send automated appointment reminders on. 

Question 9: 

Real Time Eligibility:   Need an estimate of the monthly eligibility checks we expect to do. 

Answer 9: 

The number of eligibility checks varies from month to month, ranging from 4,500 to 8,500 checks a month. 
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Question 10: 

Number of Prescribers we expect to have. 

Answer 10: 

We currently have 5 prescribers. 

Question 11: 

Number of Individuals served in our IDD Programs. 

Answer 11: 

We currently have 618 clients in our IDD Programs (includes HCS, TxHmL, GR, CFC Service Coor, PASRR HC & ICF, 

HCS/TxHmL Provider). 

Question 12: 

Number of day programs (Locations) we have. 

Answer 12: 

We currently have 3 day hab programs located in Brenham, Bryan, and Madisonville. 

Question 13: 

Number of ICF locations we have. 

Answer 13: 

We have 1 ICF 8-bed facility located in Bryan. 
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Question 14: 

Number of Group Homes we have. 

Answer 14: 

We have 2 HCS 4-person group homes, both located in Brenham. 

Question 15: 

Can Vendors attach additional material applicable to Brazos Valley and the Vendor’s response in the attachment section?  

Answer 15: 

Yes. 

Question 16: 

Page 6 states, “Center must maintain current levels of functionality throughout the transition, with no disruption to key systems, data 

collection, billing or other functions. Therefore, our Center requires a migration plan that will allow individual parts of the current 

system to be functional simultaneously until fully replaced in the new product.”  

 

-Does Brazos Valley desire to have a data conversion involved in the migration plan? If so, what is required or expected to be 

converted into the new system of choice?  

Answer 16: 

We will need a data conversion of at least active clients with at least the following information:  Current Demographics, Financial 

Assessment, CANS/ANSA, Authorization and Diagnosis at a minimum. 

Question 17: 

Page 8 states, “Negotiation of purchase contract with chosen proposal from 10/25/19-11/05/19.” 
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-Does the Center have a targeted Go-Live date? If so, please provide the date so Vendors are able to include within the 

implementation plan.  
 

Answer 17: 

As per the RFP, page 133, we have a desired go live date of December 2020. 

Question 18: 

Page 13 states, “Administrative Users: 5, All Other Users: 180, and Concurrent Users: 90.”  

-What is the number of prescribers and non-prescribers?  

-What is the number of primary care and psychiatric users?  

Answer 18: 

We have 5 prescribers at this time.  All other users would be non-prescribers.  We have no primary care users at this time, but would 

like the ability to add primary care users in the future. 

Question 19: 

Page 15 states, “Vendor proposals will be evaluated according to the following criteria:  

  

1. Results of demonstrations and presentations  

2. Comprehensiveness of response to this RFP  

3. Ability to meet specifications and requirements described in this RFP  

4. Vendor’s reputation for delivering proposed services  

5. System’s ease of use  

6. System’s functionality  

7. Reporting capabilities  
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8. Dashboards provided with system  

9. Center’s ability to build forms and reports  

10. Quality of implementation approach  

11. Vendor’s support and training  

12. Approach to state and federal compliance  

13. Pricing  

  

The above list is in random order and doesn’t reflect any type of priority for the various rating criteria.” 
 

 -Please provide the weight of the criteria. 

Answer 19: 

Criteria Maximum 

Points 

  

1. Results of demonstrations and presentations 15 

2. Comprehensiveness of response to this RFP 10 

3. Ability to meet specifications and requirements described in this RFP 15 

4. Vendor’s reputation for delivering proposed services 10 

5. System’s ease of use 10 

6. System’s functionality 15 

7. Reporting capabilities 15 

8. Dashboards provided with system 15 

9. Center’s ability to build forms and reports 15 

10. Quality of implementation approach 20 

11. Vendor’s support and training 15 

12. Approach to state and federal compliance 25 

13. Pricing 30 

  

Total 210 
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Question 20: 

CL-200 states, “Lab orders can be electronically sent to labs.” 

 

-What labs is the Center needing to connect to?  

Answer 20: 

Clinical Pathology Lab.  However, we don’t want to be locked into any specific lab. 

Question 21: 

TC-240.10 states, “List tablet allowable operating systems and browsers.”  

 -Will the Center be requiring tablets? What tablets does the Center already have? Would the Center like the Vendors to provide 

quotes for tablets?  

Answer 21: 

The Center currently uses iPads for access and would like to be able to continue to use them if possible.  We do not currently need 

quotes for tablets as we have suppliers for these.  We want to ensure that future tablets purchased should be able to function with the 

vendor’s product. 

Question 22: 

What is the number of beds at the Center?  

Answer 22: 

We have 1 ICF 8-bed facility located in Bryan. 

We have 2 HCS 4-person group homes, both located in Brenham. 
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Question 23: 

With what labs do you interface? 

Answer 23: 

Clinical Pathology Lab. 

Question 24: 

Do you need an interface to a Clearinghouse? 

 -If yes, which one? 

Answer 24: 

Yes.  ClaimMD. 

Question 25: 

Are you attesting for MU funding? 

Answer 25: 

We are not currently, but would prefer a system that could meet the requirements. 

Question 26: 

Based on the Pricing Guidelines in the RFP, are we correct in understanding that you have 185 total users that will access the system 

and need 90 concurrent licenses?  
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Answer 26: 

That is correct with the concurrent number being the maximum concurrent seen in our current system at this time. 

Question 27: 

Do you adjudicate claims for any outside providers?  

Answer 27: 

No.  But we do adjudicate for contract providers providing services on our behalf. 

Question 28: 

Do you have any users that would need a disconnected option? 

- If yes, how many? Please note that this is for users that consistently experience this.  

Answer 28: 

This would be a nice option to have as some of our rural areas have poor telecommunication service.  We estimate that we would have 

only about 10 or 20 users that would consistently run into this issue. 

Question 29: 

Do you use any of these forms?  

-DLA-20 (Adult and/or Child?) 

-E&M Note Standalone 

-LOCUS Base (Adult or Child) 

-LOCUS Additional (Adult or Child) 

-CAFAS 

-PECFAS 

-SIS 
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-SIS-A 

Answer 29: 

Only the E&M Note Standalone. 

Question 30: 

As noted in the latest Q&A, you currently have five (5) prescribers. How many can prescribe controlled medications? 

Answer 30: 

All of them. 

 


